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Using multifunctional organocations a novel heteropolyanion, [(P4 W6 O34 )2 Co2 Na2 (H2 O)2 ]18- , with unprecedented structural features, has been observed, and extension of these
clusters from molecules into 1D chains occurs through a
dimeric cobalt species, with this material exhibiting reversible
colour/magnetic susceptibility changes upon dehydration.
Polyoxometalates (POMs), anionic transition-metal oxide clusters,
have received much attention not only for their unmatched structural diversity,1,2 but also for their potential applications in quite
diverse disciplines including catalysis3,4 and materials science,5
as well as models for the examination of nucleation/growth
processes.6 Recent work has focused on the development of hybrid
materials with POM-based clusters as structure directing units,7
however, many of these examples are based on the traditional
POM clusters e.g. Keggin or Wells-Dawson type and their lacunary
fragments. Therefore, it is still a great challenge to discover new
types of low nuclearity POM clusters that fall outside these
classes. In our work we have been attempting to access new
cluster types by manipulating variables such as pH, ionic strength,
buffer capacity and cation type/size for example.8 Recently, we
have developed a new synthetic approach utilizing bulky organic
amines, such as protonated hexamethylenetetraamine (HMTA)
and triethanolammonium (TEA), as they can “shrink-wrap” the
anionic clusters and allow us to isolate new polyoxometalate
archetypes, such as [H12 W36 O120 ]12- , [M18 O54 (SO3 )2 ]4- (M = Mo or
W), [H4 W19 O62 ]6- , [H3 W18 O56 (IO6 )]6- and a partially reduced cluster [H2 MoV 4 MoVI 12 O52 ]10- .8 The extension of this work by selecting
the multifunctional ligand N,N¢-bis(2-hydroxyethyl) piperazine
(BHEP), which can serve as a buffer, encapsulating cation and
a ligand, led to the discovery of an unprecedented dimeric cluster
[{PMnW11 O39 }2 (PO4 )]13- .9
Here by using the protonated ligand H2 BHEP2+ , we isolated a new POM architecture: (H2 BHEP)2 Na10 [{(P4 W6 O34 )2 Co2 Na2 (H2 O)2 }{Co(H2 O)4 }2 ] 1·25H2 O,§ which contains a heteropolyanion with unprecedented structural features, with the
polyanions being connected covalently into chains by cobalt
dimers, and then into three dimensions by sodium cations. The

phosphotungstate species observed in 1 can be formulated as
[P4 W6 O34 ]12- , and is structurally related to the well known {B-aPW9 O34 } trilacunary heteropolyanion. In compound 1 (Fig. 1),
the tungstate fragment is composed of three edge sharing
{W2 O10 } units which are connected through corner sharing oxygen
atoms to form a hexatungstate {W6 O28 } ring.10 A phosphate group
then decorates each of these {W2 O10 } units through a single
m2 -oxo to each tungsten metal centre with six P–O bonds in the
range 1.522(7)–1.572(6) Å, and six W–O bonds with lengths in the
range 2.081(7)–2.196(8) Å.

Fig. 1 Left: structural representation of [P8 W12 O68 Co2 Na2 (H2 O)2 ]18- .
Right: representation of the [P4 W6 O34 ]12- polyanion, clearly showing the
corner sharing connectivity between the {PW2 O12 } triads. WO6 = green
polyhedra, CoO6 = orange polyhedra, Na = cream spheres, PO4 = purple
polyhedra, O = red spheres, P = purple spheres.

The two remaining oxygen ligands of the tetrahedral phosphate
groups then point away from the cluster with one of the oxygen
ligands involved in coordination to a {Co2 (H2 O)8 } unit which is
discussed later. This type of coordination results in the formation
of a {W2 PO12 } triad that is comparable with the {W3 O13 } triads
that are a common feature of most polytungstate clusters, see
Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 Representation of the {W2 PO12 } triad (left) found in compound
1 and a structural comparison with the common {W3 O13 } triad found in
most polyoxotungstate clusters (right); A = 2.51, B = 3.50 compared to
a = 2.65 and b = 3.23 Å; WO6 = green polyhedra, PO4 = purple polyhedra.
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Fig. 3 Connection of [P8 W12 Co2 Na2 O68 ]18- polyanions into 1D structures by cobalt dimers (top: WO6 = green polyhedra, CoO6 = orange polyhedra,
Na = cream spheres, PO4 = purple polyhedra, O = red spheres).

When comparing each triad directly, the following structural
differences are observed. Firstly, the two apical oxo ligands of the
{W2 } units to which the phosphate is bound are pulled closer
together than the corresponding positions in the {W3 } units,
resulting in some strain within the triad and effectively causing
the {W2 O10 } unit to be bent out of the plane to accommodate the
phosphate. Three of these {W2 PO12 } triads then combine through
an additional central phosphate to form the unique lacunary
species, with the phosphate binding to each of the {W2 PO12 }
fragments through a m3 -oxo with an average P-O bond length
of 1.543 Å.
Two of these unique [P4 W6 O34 ]12- cluster units then coordinate
to an additional {Co2 Na2 } fragment through the seven terminal
W=O ligands on each of the lacunary species resulting in the
formation of a sandwich complex. Each half of the sandwich complex is also crystallographically equivalent, due to the sandwiched
cobalt ions being located on an inversion centre, with both of the
cobalt centres being found to be in the +2 oxidation state according
to bond valence sum calculations, structural and chemical analysis.
The extension of these clusters from molecules into 1D chains
(Fig. 3) occurs through a dimeric cobalt species which binds to
the clusters through two m3 -oxo ligands of the surface bound
phosphate groups from two separate clusters, with a Co–Co
distance of 2.803(6) Å and a Co–O–Co angle of 87.44(1)◦ , see
Fig. 3.
As the cobalt atoms are separated by an inversion centre,
their coordination environments are identical with both having
octahedral coordination geometries, with aqua ligands ﬁlling the
remaining coordination sites with the Co–OH2 bond distances
ranging 2.166(15)–2.212(17) Å for 6 of the 8 water ligands.
The remaining two water ligands are ligated at the distance of
2.291(10) Å. In addition, the sodium cations are connected by
BHEP through both hydroxyl groups of the ligand, forming
wave-like chains. While polyanionic chains are further bridged
through a Na–O–W linkage (Na–O: 2.231 Å, W–O: 1.730 Å)
in the ab plane, showing a layer of the 3D hybrid framework
(Fig. 4).
On heating the crystals, their colour is observed to change from
pink to blue and then back to pink upon standing in an atmosphere
of water vapour showing that the electronic environment of the
cobalt centres are affected upon dehydration from 1·8H2 O to
1·0H2 O (from here on referred to as 1hyd and 1dehyd ). The colour
change is also demonstrated by solid state UV/vis measurements,
see ESI†). The solvated states of compounds 1 were determined
by best ﬁt of the elemental analysis (note the crystal structure
shows substantially more water molecules present as solvent but
the measurements on the samples was done on powdered, dry
6484 | Dalton Trans., 2009, 6483–6486

material) and by careful inspection of the TGA, however it is
not possible to distinguish between 1hyd and 1dehyd using elemental
analysis alone. Also, the dehydrated compound 1dehyd does not
retain crystallinity therefore preventing structural determination.
Despite the lack of structural data we can postulate that the colour
change could be associated with the weakly bound aqua ligand on
the dimeric cobalt linkers which connects the polyanions into 1D
chains. This type of process,11 and blue CoII -substituted POM
clusters,12 are known.
However, according to the literature,12 the colour change
from pink to blue may be caused by the structural transformation/distortion of the Co centre from a six coordinate octahedral
geometry to a ﬁve-coordinate, square based pyramidal, structure
resulting from loss of one of the water ligands, or by solvation
changes around the coordinated ligands. Thermogravimetric
analysis of 1 exhibits a three-step weight loss that correlates
with the loss of various components in the crystal structure. The
initial weight loss of 9.07% over the temperature range of 30–
110 ◦ C accounts for solvent water molecules (calc. 9.04%). The
second decomposition process is associated with the loss of all
BHEP present in the structure between 200 and 400 ◦ C. The
ﬁnal weight loss corresponds to the decomposition of the metal
oxide to accommodate the complete oxidation of residual organic
fragments that otherwise cannot be oxidised in the N2 atmosphere.
DSC analysis of 1 also agrees with the loss of water at 110 ◦ C and
the loss of BHEP at 380 ◦ C.
Variable-temperature magnetic susceptibility of 1hyd and 1dehyd
was collected with an applied ﬁeld of 1000 Oe in the temperature
range of 2–300 K. The c m T vs. T plots are shown in Fig. 5 for the
purposes of comparison (hence no detailed magnetic analysis is
presented here), however inspection of the plots shows a drop in
c m T from 8.3 at room temperature to 7.76 and 7.08 emu mol-1 K
for 1dehyd and 1hyd respectively, see Fig. 5. Although a detailed
magnetic analysis is not trivial due to the signiﬁcant ﬁrst-order
orbital angular momentum contribution to the magnetic moment
associated with high spin Co(II) species, inspection of the structure
indicates the possibility of ferromagnetic interactions between the
Co ions within the dimer, according to the small Co–O–Co angle of
87.46(1)◦ . Therefore it appears that the geometry change at the Co
centres upon dehydration is supported also by the magnetic data,
however this will need to be explored in detail in further studies.
To quantify this further solid state UV/vis measurements were
conducted that show that the original hydrated pink material has
a broad absorption at ca. 560 nm which splits into two absorptions
at ca. 538 and 584 nm in the dehydrated, blue, material. Exposure
of the blue material to water vapour overnight regenerates the pink
material and this is also demonstrated by UV/vis.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009
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Fig. 4 A 2D layer of the 3D network found in 1 showing the connectivity between [P8 W12 Co2 Na2 O68 ]n chains by Na+ and BHEP to form a 3D framework.
Lattice water molecules were omitted for clarity. WO6 = green polyhedra, CoO6 = orange polyhedra, Na = cream spheres, PO4 = purple polyhedra,
O = red spheres, P = purple spheres, C = grey sticks, N = blue spheres.

try change, which affects the magnetic and UV/vis properties
prominently. Future work will be concentrated on exploring the
exact cause of the colour change and detailed magnetic and
spectroscopic investigations.

Notes and references

Fig. 5 Temperature dependence of c m T for 1 (hydrated) and 1¢ (dehydrated). The cobalt dimer is shown with the two bridging phosphate
groups and eight water molecules. The weakly bound water molecules are
highlighted. Co = orange, O = red, phosphate = purple polyhedra.

In summary, by employing the multifunctional ligand N,N¢bis(2-hydroxyethyl)piperazine, a hybrid polyoxometalate framework based on a new heteropolyanion building block has been
isolated successfully. This once again highlights the remarkable
effect of cation nature in the isolation of new polyoxometalate
archetypes. On dehydration, compound 1 undergoes a reversible
colour change from pink to blue maybe owing to the geomeThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009

§ Na2 WO4 ·2H2 O (8.25 g, 25 mmol), was dissolved in 100 ml 1M NaCl
and the pH was adjusted to 3.5 using 4M nitric acid. N,N¢-Bis(2hydroxyethyl)piperazine (4.75 g, 27 mmol) is then added followed by
85% H3 PO4 (2.05 g, 17.7 mmol). This solution is then stirred until all
white precipitate redissolves, and Co(NO3 )2 ·6H2 O (2.18 g, 7.5 mmol)
is added as solid. At this point a large amount of purple precipitate
forms, and the solution is then heated to 75 ◦ C and stirred vigorously
until all this purple precipitate dissolves. A small amount of CoHPO4
is then separated by centrifugation after cooling to room temperature, with a ﬁnal pH of 6.1. A small amount of (H2 bhep)3 Na4 [B-aP2 W18 Co4 O68 ]·15H2 O is separated after 1 day. Finally, pale purple crystals of (H2 bhep)2 Na10 [P8 W12 Co2 Na2 (H2 O)2 O68 {Co2 (H2 O)4 }]·8H2 O form
over a two weeks period. (Yield = 800 mg, 0.18 mmol, 8.68%
based on W) Elemental analysis calcd (%), C16 H68 N4 Na12 Co4 O86 P8 W12 :
C 4.13, H 1.47, N 1.20, Na 5.92; found: C 4.35, H 2.07, N
1.41, Na 5.92. Characteristic IR bands (KBr): 3445 (br), 1637 (m),
1467 (wk), 1384 (sh), 1124 (wk), 1056 (m), 1019 (w), 939 (m),
894 (m), 841 (m), 701 (m), 528 (w), 457 (w), 411 (w) cm-1 .
Crystallographic data: (C8 H20 N2 O2 )2 Na10 [{(P4 W6 O34 )2 Co2 Na2 (H2 O)2 }
{Co2 (H2 O)4 }]·25H2 O, M = 4964.52 (note, only 4 Na positions found
crystallographically), triclinic, space group P-1, a = 13.0887(11), b =
14.9813(14), c = 17.1216(16) Å, a = 69.184(5), b = 70.767(5), g =
86.494(5)◦ , V = 2957.1(15) Å3 , Z = 1, m(Mo-Ka) = 12.399 mm-1 .
42339 reﬂections measured, 10789 unique (Rint = 0.064), 8164 observed
reﬂections (I > 2s(I)), 662 reﬁned parameters, R1 = 0.0626, wR2 = 0.1901.
Crystal data were measured on a Bruker ApexII CCD diffractometer using
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Mo Ka radiation (l = 0. 71073 Å) at 100(2) K. CCDC 727740. Magnetic
susceptibility data were recorded using a Quantum Design MPMS5-XL
SQUID magnetometer.
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